
Organic Principles in Sensor Networks
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Wireless Sensor Networks - Background Knowledge
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- High and unknown node count avoid
centralized control

- Limited resources force the network to
an energy-aware organization

- Dynamic events impact optimal network
structure

- Self-X properties necessary

Challenges: Scenarios:
- Environment surveillance
- Natural disaster prevention
- Medical healthcare
- Precision agriculture
- Military applications
...

Combining organic clustering
and routing to an organic

network structure

- Cluster size depends on trans-
mission and sensing range

- One node per cluster is
sufficient to fullfill all sensing
and transmission tasks

- All nodes but one are switched-
off temporary

Clustering approach
XGAF*
*eXtended Geographic Adaptive Fidelity

R - Transmission Range
R - Sensing Range
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Developed enhancement: 2-MASCLE**

Enhancement in research:
- Disappearance of a regular grid and clustering
without globlal position information

**2-Phase Mutual ASsistance in a CLuster Environment

Jakob Salzmann, Dirk Timmermann, Institute of Applied Microelectronics and Computer Engineering

Dynamic occurencess

- Unexpected loss of nodes
- Material fatigue
- Enviromental impacts
- Targeted attacks

- Loss of links
- Unexpected interferences
- Environmental impacts

- Node movements
- Environmental impacts

Negative events*
*Reduce network’s lifetime at first glance

Positive events*
*Boost network’s lifetime at first glance

- Node regeneration
- Battery recovery effects
- Battery recharging

- Network rejuvenation
- Deployment of new nodes

Organic node/clusterhead

- Detection of changed environment or network
situation by comparing received and sensed data
with expected values

- Recognition of new situation by already learned
situations

(Re-)cognition of new situation

- Adaption to changed environment or network
situation by

- Already trained reaction, if situation already
known

- Estimation of node’s new significane and
capabilities by idle listening

- Re-adaption if adaption result is dissatisfying
- Storage of scenario criteria and possible adaption
strategy

Adaption to the new situation

- Interlace of organic principles during the creation
of a routing tree

- Nodes with high remaining energy are allowed to:
- Connect with more nodes
- Increase their transmission range
- Connect faster with new nodes

- Emerging routing tree has scale-free behavior
- “Strong” nodes gains mor improtance
- “Weak” nodes have few routing tasks

Scale-free routing

- Energy balanced network

Enhancement in research:
- Adoption of graceful degradation to the network’s
routing tree

Clustering
- Data aggregation
- Redundancy exploitation
- Power saving

Adopted organic principles:
- Hierarchy
- Role assignment / Role changing
- Flocking

Routing
- Dedicated message propagation
- Fast event notification by the sink
- Power saving

Adopted organic principles:
- Scale Free networks
- Stigmergy
- Graceful Degradation

First Project Phase - Adoption of Organic Principles to Wireless Sensor Networks

Second Project Phase - Self-Organized Reaction to Dynamic Occurences
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